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1)  INTRODUCTION 
       Cryptocurrency is considered as one of the most secured ways of transactions as it is built over blockchain system. 

It is a virtual currency used in financial systems secured by cryptography, and one of the most important aspects is 

that it is not owned by any governing central authority. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin 

are making news all over in the market and are considered to be the future of currency and assets. 

 

      So, it is very difficult to predict for the people to know when is the proper time to invest in such technology and 

how can they incur maximum profit of their investments. So, with this price prediction model of cryptocurrency, we 

are trying to solve this problem and to see how accurately these predictions can be performed. 

 

 

1.1) Overview 

 
       Today as of 2022, there are more than 10 thousand different cryptocurrencies available across the world and 

more than 6 million active users. One of the most appealing marketplaces for financial speculation is the 

cryptocurrency market. Many people have gained a lot of profits in the digital markets, but every investment process 

suffers from many hidden risks. Therefore, market analysts and speculators rely on prediction and machine learning 

and artificial intelligence algorithms are largely appealing. 
 

1.2) Need 
 

        For the prediction purpose, machine learning algorithms like RNN and Facebook prophet are widely used. There 

is evidence that the usefulness of different information sets varies between machine learning algorithms, implying 

that prediction is likely to be much more complicated when a set of machine learning algorithms is used. So, to 

decrease the risk of loss of the active users, there is a huge need for this model. The models are validated in a period, 

allowing the assessment of whether the predictions are good even when the market direction changes between the 

validation and the testing periods. 
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1.3) Literature Survey 
 

       The authors demonstrate that incorporating cryptocurrency into a portfolio improves its effectiveness in two 

ways. The first is to reduce the standard deviation, and the second is to provide investors with more allocation 

options. The best cryptocurrency allocation was reported to be in the range from 5% to 20%, depending on the risk 

tolerance of the investor. The authors focus on time series data forecasting in particular with algorithms like RNN. 

 

1.4) Competition in cryptocurrency market. 

The authors analyzed how networks affect the cryptocurrency market. This was done by taking the exchange rates of 

different crypto currencies. In this, it was proved that bitcoin was the most dominant in the market. The data that 

was taken into consideration was consistent with strong network effects. The worth of exchanges and the actual cash 

is liable to at minimum some level of subjectivity. For example, it's normal to clarify how blockchain exchange charges 

are far less expensive than the genuine handling charges they ought to supplant. 

 

 

2) DEPENDENCIES 

 
Let's consider the case of bitcoin. Bitcoin's cost shifts in basically the same manner to a stock yet in another manner. 

There are a few calculations utilized on securities exchange information for cost forecast however the boundaries 

influencing Bitcoin are particular. Consequently, it is fundamental to expect the cost of Bitcoin all together that right 

venture choices can be made. The cost of Bitcoin doesn't depend on business occasions or mediating government as 

opposed to the securities exchange. Consequently, to expect the worth we feel it is crucial for influence AI innovation 

to anticipate the pace of Bitcoin. 

 

 

2.1) Analysis and Indicators. 
 

Technical analysis and technical indicators are utilized by brokers and financial exchange specialists to foresee the 

future cost. Each dealer favors their own specialized marker with every pointer working distinctively in an alternate 

climate. I involved these specialized markers as highlights for my convolutional network. Rather than allowing my 

CNN to become familiar with the element all alone, I extricated a ton of elements to make it simpler for CNN to 

learn through these elements. 
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3) SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
3.1) UML Diagram 

 

 
 

 

 

This is how the overall system design looks like.  Users can register and login onto the website and get to see the 

prediction ranges from the history of ups and downs. The display of the prediction will be done through User Interface 

on website. Users can visit and check the graphs and diagrams of the prediction, giving them slight ideas of their 

future take on these cryptocurrencies. 

 

The cryptocurrency market grows day by day, with the inclusion of different types of assets like NFTs and metaverse 

thing which is started by Facebook. So, the active people in this space are very much keen on investing different 

upcoming cryptocurrencies. As of now in 2022, there are more than 10 thousand cryptocurrencies, prominently 

traded being Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin and more. The prominent entrepreneurs like Elon Musk are 

starting to accept crypto coins as a method of payment, so it will be very interesting to see where the space is going 

to head in the future upcoming years. 

 

3.2) Necessities. 

 
In the present hyper-directed and protection touchy business climate, you should guarantee that you're utilizing an 

enormous enough dataset or parts to keep away from the chance of partner any remarkable person with the 

information your crowd sees. To exacerbate the situation, even enormous datasets or allotments may not be to the 
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point of safeguarding protection. Complex re-ID capacities can surmise novel characters with what is by all accounts 

a negligible measure of information. As well as taking consideration to protect security when you fabricate datasets, 

your models should likewise be worked to safeguard security in the outcomes they produce. Blockchain could 

appear to be resistant to security issues in light of the fact that no genuine characters are related with exchanges. In 

any case, Peter Szilagyi, a center Ethereum engineer, has discussed different locales fit for making joins between a 

client's IP address and an Ethereum exchange address. 

 

 

4)  ADVANTAGES 

 
 Quite accurate prediction which will be helpful for traders and professionals. 

 Graphical visualization to get a good overview. 

 Frequent updating of data. 

 New cryptocurrencies will be added with time. 

 

 

5)  LIMITS 

 
 As the predictions will be made using historic data and machine learning algorithms, it might take some time 

to get the accuracy higher. 

 Doesn’t include all cryptocurrencies. 
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7) CONCLUSION 

 

The machine learning model is predicting the prices with respective cryptocurrencies. So, it helps the professionals in 

this cryptocurrency space which will be huge in upcoming years. The model is also useful for people who are beginners 

in the space to track records on paper as well. 
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